Top five reasons why your
team needs Efecte IGA
The time for a new approach to IAM is now
Identity & Access Management (IAM) projects are often complex and costly initiatives, mainly
driven by large scale customizations and system integrations. The market is characterized by
long implementation times, with process changes that require executive sponsorship and
solutions optimized for large enterprises.
Nevertheless, today's increase in remote work, threat landscape, EU regulations and
digitalization have driven many small and medium organizations to speed up the introduction
of robust IAM practices. But they often need to consider more affordable and easier alternatives
than the traditional IAM system offerings. Whether you're starting to think of your IAM journey
or searching for a better solution, here's why Efecte IAM approach is right for you:

1

Easy deployment & low cost of ownership
- Start in weeks, with the essential processes
- Low up-front investment
- Low code, no code principles

2

Unified solution for IAM & ITSM use cases
- Sustainable investment
- One self-service portal
- End to end-use cases

3

Automation to secure your business
- Management of IT & physical access rights
- Identify overprovisioned users & trace changes
- Automation of access controls

4

Compliance reporting & visibility
- Off-the-shelf reports for easy auditing
- Create, save & publish custom reports quickly
- Recertification capabilities

5

IAM that is easy to use
- Easy to use self-service portal
- Off-the-shelf reports and use cases
- Flexibility to create own reports

Intuitive & responsive end-user portal

Graphic & configurable admin interface
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Choose the solution that
meets your needs
Efecte’s Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) cloud-native and SaaS solution provides
an easy and affordable approach to IAM. Efecte IGA allows organizations to choose the
productized package that meets their needs:
IGA Starter
Designed to address the organizations’ needs at the start of their
IAM journey. It provides the essential use cases, reports & more prepackaged for a quick deployment.
IGA Growth
The ideal system designed & built to meet more demanding
organizations’ needs.
IGA Enterprise
A complete package including everything large-scale enterprises
need to tackle identities & access rights.

"Our IAM system is responsible for over
5,000 active identities at a time.
Previously, creating a single user ID by
hand took up to 15 minutes. This system
will help us save a great deal of time and
money.”

Benita Kapp, ICT Manager

"We recruited 1,000 new employees in
one year, which made easy on- and offboarding essential. In the past, requests
were made with several platforms but
now everything is done using Efecte.”
Petri Nieminen, ICT Manager

Interested in our modern approach to IAM?
With Efecte IGA, you can start with clear and firm steps, divide your IAM journey into wellplanned phases and be wise with costs. Find out more or get in touch at www.efecte.com/IGA
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